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2) in defining the relationships in the global governing system, i use the terms peer, adversary, and
participant based on ideas used in the study of global politics. i use the term 'peer' in the sense of
competency and parity in which the two actors are of equal status. they'sit' on the same level and

not necessarily directly in a relationship of collaboration, but rather as 'opponents' seeking to
establish or maintain their own sources of global influence. in this sense, the ifi's struggle to gain
legitimacy, or the usa, on the other hand, is a constant and relatively stable status that does not

offer any opportunities to change the framework of global power relations. this paper is a response
to recent research by a group of academics and students (including myself) who were looking for

insight into the st petersburg international economic forum (spief) — a biennial international forum
on public and private sector issues that takes place in st petersburg, russia. in an attempt to get

access to the forum and its attendant social/economic events, we created an email account with the
name of a russian bank. under the guise of being an "expat" from the usa, we were able to infiltrate
the security and gain access to the forum. we studied spief from 1-2 june, 2011. spief is an annual

event that was originally created by a russian business magnate, yuri kovalchuk, as a tool to gather
businesses and policy makers from over 150 countries together in st petersburg, russia, in order to

create a "flawless" economic environment for business investment. once a year for three days, multi-
national corporations and government policymakers from around the world come together to discuss
government policy, international trade, and economic developments. the event is organized by the
american chamber of commerce, russian federation trade and industry chamber, russian embassy,

and the st petersburg government.
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"the super bowl of global events takes place in st petersburg every year. spief is the super bowl for
the global political and economic scene. it is the preeminent gathering of leaders, executives,

politicians, academics, entrepreneurs and influential professionals from around the globe…" "the
challenge to global leadership was to bring economic, business and government leaders from across
the globe to st petersburg for a three-day, round-the-clock, über-conference of ideas and strategy.
the purpose was to create a forum for the world's leaders to share ideas and forge strategies about
public and private sector issues. the use of the term "global governance" has been around for a long

time: as early as 1992, a kf-ra/rui/ns-o.php?key=bokpakk-titlen%3drome-even-hjulet-og-
samfunnsb%c3%b8ver&id=26">book titled rome even hjelet and the survival of a nation has such a
definition . it never mentions international organizations, which at the time was not that prominent in
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the literature, but was a part of daily life as most likely reflected in this quote: "globalization is
already occurring and the more we think about it, the more we are sure it will continue. the new

generations come to the end of the decade. the older the waves will be larger. and in the new global
culture, many, of both the old and the young, are emerging from a world of isolation." (shaffer,
geeratj. & martin, 1986) international organizations - the organization of nations - can do many

things, but it isn't effective if it's not implemented through the form of a treaty. once again, "treaties
are the bricks, organizations are the mortar. but the combination is effective only if the two are built

correctly." 5ec8ef588b
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